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Presentation Notes
Hello, thank you for the opportunity to present my project here today. My application proposes the SRFB fund canal resiliency measures along Cowiche Creek as part of the larger overall Naches-Cowiche Flood Risk Reduction and Floodplain Restoration Project.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Watershed Scale Vicinity MapCowiche Creek is a tributary to the Naches River located west of the City of Yakima near the community of Gleed. So first off let’s get oriented to the project location. The area we are looking at today is immediately upstream of the confluence of Cowiche Creek with the Naches river. If you’ve driven over White Pass on US 12 you’ve likely passed this area. The project are is on both sides of US 12 and partly within the city limits of Yakima. 



February 2016
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
FEBRUARY 15, 2016 FLOOD The February 15th, 2016 flood was caused by a persistent late-season snowpack in the lower elevation portions of the Cowiche Creek watershed coupled with a pronounced, multi-day warm-up event. Flood flows overtopped the berm alongside the Creek between Powerhouse Road and Highway 12 (top left). This overflow volume accumulated behind another old ag berm until it burst (the break caused a 25 foot, full-height opening in the 10-foot-high structure). There was some damage to the east-west berm from piping and overtopping as well as to the City’s concrete irrigation reservoir due to the overflow heights and duration. This dam-break event (and continued overflow from the rising Creek) sent water through the adjoining orchard, along the south side of Highway 12, through the northern end of the Riverview Manor mobile home park, and then east on along the south side of the Highway 12 off-ramp. Flows temporarily went northwards under Highway 12 to the Naches River via the Fruitvale canal (running backward). By evening the peaking floodwaters had overwhelmed the canal and had reached the Fruitvale Blvd and 40th Avenue interchange. The intersection was shut-down to traffic. Floodwaters continued causing damage along the south side of Fruitvale Blvd as far eastward as Revolution Cycles and to a number of businesses along the primary overflow path between Fruitvale Blvd and Myron Lake. Flows receded overnight. By early morning on the 16th, the intersection was largely re-opened and flows were fully contained by the creek banks. Highlight interruptions to traffic, damage to agricultural facilities, business damages



March 2017
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
It happened again the next year..MARCH 14-16, 2017 FLOOD  In 2017, a similar event occurred. Flood flows overwhelmed the south bank of the creek between Powerhouse Rd and US Highway 12, breached the east-west and north-south berms and flowed eastward toward the City of Yakima along the southern side of the highway (bottom left, top right). The initial breach occurred on the morning of the 15th and continued until City crews were able to locate and remove the debris jam on the 16th. The peak flow rate into town may have been as high as 300 cfs. The extended duration of the hydrograph and the breached berm resulted in larger runoff volumes reaching Myron Lake which overflowed into Willow Lake and then Aspen Lake. The higher water level in the lakes caused considerable street and structure flooding in the surrounding commercial (top left) and residential areas (bottom right). The City of Yakima estimated that the 2017 event (which was less than a 10-year event) cost over $860,000 for just short-term response efforts and damages – does not include any actions to actually address the source of the flooding.. Just cleanup/damages/etc.. Hazus assessment of the potential impacts for the flood scenario modeling at the 100-year event level suggests damages on the order of $23 million in total property losses, 700 permanently displaced residents, and the need to provide temporary shelter to around 1600 people. GIS analysis of the potential inundation mapping for the 100-year scenario suggests over 1600 structures could be directly affected.This led to the….



“The purpose of this Agreement is to coordinate 
the design and implementation of a series of 
interrelated flood risk reduction and floodplain 
restoration actions across the confluence of the 
Naches River and Cowiche Creek…”
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This led to the ILA between City/County/WSDOT which was completed in August 2020– highlight text in #3 (and flashback to 2004). FCZD has flexibility as a special purpose district to solve LOCAL problems through coordination (that may state/federal agencies are less able to do)Genesis of the Naches-Cowiche Project – early outreach poster (bottom right) created for field presentations and stakeholder engagement
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This is a site-scale action that will have watershed scale benefitsPrevious investment in the upper reaches of Cowiche Creek will be fully realized with confluence improvementsReconnects 52 acres of floodplain
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This is a drone shot of Nelson dam just last week, as you can see it doesn’t much resemble a conventional dam and that is by design. This structure will be fish passable without the need for a traditional fishway/ladder. Phase 1 is under construction right now and you can see that they have completed the middle portion there with the boulders which can be passed without the need for a fish ladder. I included this just to highlight the progress being made at that site which is crucial to our future plans for the confluence just downstream.
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Presentation Notes
Future phase work includes those elements of the project that cannot proceed to construction until after Nelson Dam work and pipelines are complete (making old canal infrastructure obsolete). County is working with local landowner and recreational interests to evaluate some potential opportunities to expand the Project footprint to include additional land and additional recreational opportunities compatible with floodplain functions, ecosystem restoration.KEY benefits for these future phases are the CONSTRUCTION OF THE BRIDGE, the RECONNECTION OF COWICHE CREEK AND NACHES RIVER, EXISTING RIPARIAN is MATURE forest (good shade for seasonal side channels)
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This figure shows some of the previous investment in the confluence area in terms of land acquisition and illustrates the efforts of both the County and the City of Yakima to acquire the space we need here to truly create a floodplain by design from a constrained and heavily managed system into something with a natural character that can perform geomorphic work without putting the infrastructure or private property at risk.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Site Plan of phase 1 actions which this funding would support. These actions will be permitted and constructed concurrently. SRFB ask is 332K to install canal protection measures at Site A.
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Presentation Notes
Anderson Perry has prepared preliminary plans for canal protection, currently under contract for design of the setback levee.The portion of the canal in the vicinity of Cowiche Creek is an open top concrete lined ditch. Nominally protected by the berm along the right bank of the Creek, the ditch was flooded and damaged during both the 2016 and 2017 flood events. In conjunction with the setback of the levee and the restoration of functional floodplain on Cowiche Creek; actions that will deliberately increase the frequency of flows onto the floodplain, this section of canal needs to be removed and replaced with an enclosed irrigation pipeline. 
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Actions #5,6,19,20, & 22 2012 BPA/Northwest Power and 
Conservation Council

And the 2017 Actions Update 2018 Cowiche Addendum 2003/2005
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The project draws on the recommendations of numerous plans completed in the past ~20 years: species recovery plans, state/federal water resource management plans, CFHMPs (and updates), subbasin plans (BPA), etc..(side note): BPA subbasin plan identified need to remove Old Union/Fruitvale in 2002. LOTS of PLANS…by many agencies (USFWS, NMFS, WDFW, Corps, BOR, ECY, YBFWRB, YN, BPA, RCO, SRFB, etc.)Note 2007 update to Upper Yakima CFHMP…



Steelhead 
Recovery Plan 

Actions

Naches Action #5 –
Restore lower Naches 

River floodplain

Naches Action #6 –
Improve sediment 
transport in lower 

Naches River

Naches Action #19 –
Restore lower Cowiche 

Creek floodplain

Naches Action #20 –
Protect Cowiche Creek 

from increasing 
development pressure

Naches Action #22 –
Improve riparian, 

floodplain, and 
temperature conditions 

in Cowiche Creek.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Identified as critical habitat and a candidate for bull trout reintroduction in the bull trout action plan. Also identified in the 2004 subbasin plan as a stream with suitable conditions but limited access for steelhead.









Thank You!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
End slide. Thank you. Q&A and last photo.Anticipated Questions:How will permitting work?How will this affect WSDOT bridge construction? (speeds it up, “it’s going to happen”)What if Nelson Phase II (pipeline) is delayed?How will project move forward with respect to NFIP?  No-rise? LOMR? SEPA?/NEPA?What if land acquisition negotiations break down?
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